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Abstract:
Previous work has shown that high-temperature short-term spike thermal annealing of hydrogenated
amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) photovoltaic thermal (PVT) systems results in higher electrical energy output.
The relationship between temperature and performance of a-Si:H PVT is not simple as high temperatures
during thermal annealing improves the immediate electrical performance following an anneal, but during
the anneal it creates a marked drop in electrical performance. In addition, the power generation of a-Si:H
PVT depends on both the environmental conditions and the Staebler-Wronski Effect kinetics. In order to
improve the performance of a-Si:H PVT systems further, this paper reports on the effect of various
dispatch strategies on system electrical performance. Utilizing experimental results from thermal
annealing, an annealing model simulation for a-Si:H-based PVT was developed and applied to different
cities in the U. S. to investigate potential geographic effects on the dispatch optimization of the overall
electrical PVT systems performance and annual electrical yield. The results showed that spike thermal
annealing once per day maximized the improved electrical energy generation.

Keywords: Hydrogenated amorphous silicon; a-Si; thermal annealing; photovoltaic thermal
hybrid system (PVT or PV/T)
1. Introduction
Despite improvements in solar photovoltaic (PV) efficiency, which reduces the cost of
PV generated electricity to competitive levels in some markets [1], in conventional cells much
of the radiation above the bandgap does not contribute to electrical energy generation and instead
is wasted as heat. On the other hand, solar thermal systems,which have the potential for high
efficiencies, have low exergy values [2]. Thus, developing photovoltaic solar thermal (PVT)
systems offer a distinct advantage over simple PV or low exergy solar thermal systems by
utilizing this waste thermal energy from the PV absorber for heating applications [2]. PVT
offers advantages in overall exergy, energy and cost [2-9]. Historically, most of the PVT systems
were developed using crystalline silicon (c-Si) PV, which have a thermal coefficient of -0.45%/K
[10]. Because of this relatively large thermal coefficient c-Si-based PVT systems are designed to
cool the c-Si PV modules in order to maximize the electrical output and extracted thermal energy
is considered as secondary benefit. This results in non-optimization of c-Si-based PVT systems
because the thermal component under-performs when compared to standard solar thermal
collectors [11-15].
Thin-film hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) solar cells, however, have a thermal
coefficient of only -0.13%/K [10], which makes it suitable for high temperature applications that
are not possible with c-Si PV due to what would be significant electrical output losses at high
operating temperatures. The biggest technical challenge confronting a-Si:H PV is a light-induced
1
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degradation of performance known as the Staebler-Wronski effect (SWE)[16-20]. This effect is
associated with the creation of defect states in the a-Si:H material when exposed to sunlight,
which causes a reduction in efficiency of the solar cells with exposure time [17]. These defects
states tend to saturate after an extended exposure to sunlight (approximately 100 hours under
continuous 1 sun illumination) and this stabilized state is refereed as degraded steady-state (DSS)
[21-22]. However, it has been found that SWE is reversible in nature and the performance
(efficiency) of a-Si:H solar cell can be returned to its initial state if the cell is heated to 150 °C
for 4 hours as the defect states are annealed [17, 21, 23, 24] although the defect states can anneal
at lower temperatures over more extended time periods [21]. Reducing SWE is viewed as so
important, that Pola et al. have even suggested removing entire PV arrays and annealing the
modules in a hot air oven at lower temperatures (e.g. at 80°C) over extended times [25].
Additionally, because of this effect it has been reported that a-Si:H PV performs better at high
temperatures in view of the fact that optoelectronic properties of a-Si:H materials [26-28]
stabilize at a higher efficiency at higher temperatures [22,29]. Operating at elevated temperatures
is highly desirable for PVT hybrid systems as the solar thermal efficiency increases with
temperature. For a solar thermal flat plate collector a temperature of 100°C can be easily
achieved and if the system is stagnated it can even climb higher than 200°C [30]. Therefore,
direct deposition of a-Si:H PV over flat plate solar collectors can facilitate high-temperature
operation where the PV panel could be in-situ annealed and simultaneously increasing overall
system exergy [31-33]. It has also been experimentally demonstrated that high temperature
operation and regular high temperature spike thermal annealing for 1 h at 100 °C on a 12 h cycle
can result in higher energy and exergy output [34]. However, a dispatch strategy is required to
optimize the usage of available resources to meet the electrical and thermal demand and to
maximize the overall system efficiency. Although spike thermal annealing of a-Si:H PV panels
with short thermal spikes can improve the immediate electrical performance following an anneal,
the annealing process at high temperatures creates a marked drop in electrical performance over
the annealing period (it can also deteriorate the overall thermal performance of the system as the
thermal energy required for spike annealing is not being extracted). It has also been observed
that, the degraded steady state is obtained more rapidly at higher temperature at a higher power
[34]. Therefore a dispatch strategy is required to optimize the number of required spike thermal
annealing cycles in order to maximize the overall system performance including the thermal and
electrical output.
This paper reports on the effects of various dispatch strategies on the first of these outputs
– the electrical system performance. Utilizing experimental results from thermal annealing, an
annealing model simulation for a-Si:H-based PVT was developed and applied to different cities
(Goldendale, San Antonio, Reno and Las Vegas) in U.S. to investigate the effects of geographic
optimization on the overall electrical PVT systems performance.
2. Methods
The PVT system shown schematically in Figure 1 was used for modeling and simulation
in this paper. The a-Si:H PV is connected to an inverter that powers the AC load and the heat
generated by the PVT is transferred to thermal load by a heat exchanger. A temperature
controller is used to control both this heat flow and the regular thermal annealing, which is
provided by the heat generated from the PVT itself. High temperature spike thermal annealing
2
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for 1 hour at 100 °C at regular cycles is carried in order to reverse SWE.
Usually a-Si:H-based PV exhibit power degradation due to 1) the temperature effect,
exhibited by all solar cells and 2) SWE, which is a long-term light exposure effect, which is a
unique characteristic of a-Si:H-based solar cells. The total energy generated by the PV of power,
P, for a year is given by:
(1)

where, Pn is the power produced in the nth hour and t is time, which is 1 hour is this case. The
maximum power, Pmax(T), at a temperature T from reference temperature (Tref ) having a
temperature coefficient of γ is given by [35]:

(2)

where S and Sref are the irradiance and reference irradiance level respectively, Pmax(ref) is the
maximum power at a reference temperature Tref , which is 25 °C, Sref is equal to 1000 W/m2, γ is
-0.0020/°C, δ is +0.063 [35]. Equation (2) is used to calculate the power with no thermal
annealing and universally applicable to any solar cells.
Equation (2) does not take SWE into account and must therefore be modified with an
exponential term that is governed by the aggregate exposure to solar flux from the annealed state
and the operating temperature. The exponential terms were determined by curve fitting the
experimental results of Pathak et al. [34] as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2 shows the experimentally obtained data for degenerated steady states at different
temperatures for a-Si:H based PV/T with i-layer thickness of 630 nm under 1 sun (1000 W/m2
irradiance ) for 600 hours. For a-Si:H PVT the modified form of equation (2) is altered to be:

(3)
The values of the parameters kdss and udss were obtained by analyzing the experimental data and
their values vary with temperature. For the temperatures 25oC, 50oC, and 90oC, kdss has the values
0.3450, 0.2154, and 0.07917 respectively; and udss has the values 0.03601, 0.07552 and 0.2097
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respectively as determined from Figure 2. It should be noted that as the temperature rises kdss
decreases and udss increases, as is consistent with prior SWE studies of a-Si:H PV [36-38].
During annealing the temperature rises rapidly from normal operating temperature to
high temperature (~100 °C) for a short duration (1 hour) and this reduces electrical performance.
The power drops rapidly as the temperature is increased for the anneal and then starts to rise
slowly as the annealing continues. For simplification of the model the annealing period is
considered constant at the reduced power.
Table 1 shows a list of different case studies (depicting different dispatch strategies) for
which the simulation was performed. 1 sun solar irradiance has a constant value of 1000 W/m2
and has a AM1.5 spectrum. Here 'normal sun' solar irradiance is defined as the standard hourly
solar irradiance from the sun for a given location. Normal sun conditions vary over the day with
real outdoor conditions. For all the above cases, the model was simulated at outdoor conditions
and for various geographic locations for a year (February 1st, 2012- January 31st, 2013) in the
U.S. to better understand real-world significance of this type of PVT system under different
dispatch strategy. Four different cities, namely Goldendale (Klickitat county, Washington), San
Antonio (Valles Caldera, New Mexico), Reno (UNR campus, Nevada) and Las Vegas (Southern
Nevada) were chosen on the basis of different geographic features and climatic conditions to
better analyze the effects of different dispatch strategies. The details for the locations are shown
in Table 2 [39,40].
The solar irradiance, air temperature and soil temperature data was obtained on hourly
basis for the four cities (Goldendale, San Antonio, Reno and Las Vegas) [36,37]. The average
hourly solar irradiation data for the above mentioned cities were obtained using equation (4).
(4)
where, Si is the average solar irradiance for ith hour of four cities (averaged yearly), and Si ,n,city is
the solar irradiance for ith hour and nth day for a year for a given location. Figure 3 shows the
average hourly solar irradiance for the four cities obtained using equation (4). Average solar
irradiance per day for Goldendale, San Antonio, Reno, and Las Vegas are 4.30, 4.96, 5.39, and
5.54 sun hours respectively. With hour 12 being the peak sun of the day the highest sun hour
period is between hours 9 and 16 in the day when the solar irradiance is higher than 250 W/m2 .
Therefore spike annealing is used between hours 8 and 15 as seen in Figure 3.
From equation (2) it can be seen that for c-Si-based PV cells more power is obtained at
lower temperature with higher irradiance. In case of a-Si:H PV/T the effect of temperature and
light intensity is more complicated as long time light exposure causes degradation and thermal
annealing improves device performance by reducing defect states. As the exponential component
of equation (3) represents the light induced degraded power therefore deriving a suitable dispatch
strategy for a-Si:H PV/T will depend on the PV/T panel temperature, solar irradiance and peak
sun hour period of a day. While taking into account the effects of SWE and annealing altogether
the exponential component is required to be modified as a function of these parameters which
requires further study. In order to determine the annealing effect a set of binary arrays were
generated, which take into account the effects of dispatch strategies on hourly power generation.
The binary values of these arrays were set based on specific dispatch strategies. The total energy
generation over a year for the chosen cities for different operating temperature (i.e. 25 oC, 50 oC
4
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and 90 oC) which were obtained by using the hourly recorded standard solar irradiation data. A
time period of 8784 hours (i.e. one year) with both 1 sun and normal sun solar irradiation was
considered during the execution of the dispatch strategies. The total energy generated for each
case over a year was determined to identify the most effective dispatch strategy for chosen
geographical locations.
3. Results and Discussions
At higher temperatures a-Si:H-based solar cells degrade more rapidly initially, but
stabilize at a higher power than when operated at lower temperatures [32]. Based on this
knowledge, the available data, and temperature guided solar cell degradation principles a suitable
equation is proposed which can approximately represent the experimental data. The curve fits for
this approximation are shown in Figure 2, which represents the simulation output of dispatch
strategy Case I (the control case). The study of Case II calculates the total energy generation over
a year for the chosen cities for different operating temperature (i.e. 25 oC, 50 oC and 90 oC) which
were obtained by using the hourly recorded standard solar irradiation data. A time period of 8784
hours (i.e. one year) with both 1 sun and normal sun solar irradiation was considered during the
execution of the dispatch strategies explained in Case III to Case IX. The maximum power
generated at different operating temperatures were normalized with respect to the initial
maximum power (at t=0) at reference temperature 25oC which has a value of approximately 5.3
mW for the small test cells. Case-III to Case-IX utilized an annealing operation. Both the values
of 1 sun and normal sun energy generation were calculated for each case study.
Figure 4 shows the effect of annealing explained in Case III and degradation for the
operating temperatures a) 25 oC, b) 50 oC, and c) 90 oC respectively at 1 sun. In this case
annealing is performed (from hour 8 to hour 9) once every two days (after the first day) followed
by degradation at a definite operating temperature. Figure 4 shows that the cells generate more
power with annealing. As can be seen from Figure 4 at lower temperatures (a and b) of
operation SWE dominates and reduces electrical output as expected. In Figure 4c, operating at
90oC there is very little observable SWE as compared to the lower temperature cases.
Figure 5 shows the dispatch strategies individually for clarity. Figure 5 shows the 1 sun
simulation results obtained for Case IV at operating temperatures a) 50 oC and b)90 oC. The
annealing is performed once every day (from 800 to 900 hours) followed by a 50 oC, and 90 oC
degradation, resulted in greater output than the previous case.
The 1 sun simulation results for Case V at operating temperature 50 oC and 90 oC are
shown in Figure 5c and d, respectfully. Annealing is performed twice every day. The interval
between two consecutive annealing periods is four hours. Between the annealing cycles a
degradation temperature of 50 oC and 90 oC is maintained respectively.
Figure 5e) and f) shows simulation results for Case VI. Annealing is performed three
times a day with an interval of two hours. During the intervals a degradation temperature of 50
o
C (e) and 90 oC (f) is maintained respectively
Similar plots were obtained for case studies VII, VIII, and IX. In all these cases
simulations were performed for operating temperatures 25 oC, 50 oC, and 90 oC. Finally, area
analysis was performed to determine the total energy generated in each cases. Figure 6 shows the
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hourly maximum output power for different case studies at 1 sun and operating temperature 90
o
C.
To see how the dispatch strategies influence power throughout the day Figure 7 is used as
an example and shows the average hourly power generation in San Antonio for different dispatch
strategies. As can be seen in Figure 7, the power curves closely follow the solar irradiance curve
shown on the right y-axis.
Figure 8 shows the total energy generation over a period of 8784 hours (under 1 sun and
at different operating temperatures) with respect to the number of anneals per day. It is notable
that at operating temperature 90 oC and 1 sun irradiance, the energy is maximized for the
dispatch strategy of Case IV (annealing once per day). Beyond that at 1 sun irradiance, with
increasing the number of anneals per day total energy generation decreases and even drops to
lower values than the DSS energy. This can be attributed to the power drop during the annealing
cycle. If too much of the day is spent annealing then there is not enough time to capture and
convert radiation at the higher efficiencies. Also it is noteworthy that at operating temperatures
25 oC and 50 oC the energy generation is not maximized for the strategy of Case IV. Instead, the
energy is highest for Case V (annealing twice a day), which can be attributed to the fact that
degradation is more pronounced at lower temperatures and the increased number of annealing
cycles per day compensates for the loss. Figure 9 shows the total energy generation over a year
(under normal sun for operating temperatures ) for a) 25 oC, b) 50 oC, and c) 90 oC for the four
locations as a function of the number of anneals per day. Annealing once per day generated the
maximum power. The lower values of energy than the 1 sun cases can be attributed to the
reduced total flux as compared to constant 1 sun illumination. These results show that annealing
once a day is sufficient to maximize electrical energy generation using spike annealing in a-Si:H
PVT.
Table 3 shows the simulated normalized energy generation over a year for the four cities.
All the values were normalized with respect to the no annealing energy generation at
corresponding operating temperatures. Case Study-IV (annealing once per day) was found to be
the most effective dispatch strategy; resulting in more than 23%, 10%, and 1.2% additional
energy generation over a year for the operating temperatures 25 oC, 50 oC, and 90 oC respectively
while the total energy generation is maximum for operating temperature 90 oC. These values are
in agreement with past work [34] that predicted about a 10% improvement using only 1 sun
degradation and daily spike anneals at 50oC. The results also underscore the importance of using
real temperatures and not STC in the optimization of PV devices. Although, using Case IV at 25
o
C showed more than a 23% increase in output in most locations the operating temperatures for
PV are much higher. It is also clear that running a-Si:H PV/T at high temperatures (e.g. 90 oC)
negated the majority of the spike annealing benefit – gaining only about 1%. At all temperatures,
one time annealing per day during peak sun hours is sufficient to generate maximum power in all
of the geographic locations simulated. Geographic location (at least within the contiguous United
States) does not appear to be an important variable for determining the optimum dispatch
strategy for the electrical output of spike annealing a-Si:H PV/T devices as the range in solar flux
was not enough to appreciably effect the dispatch strategy for annealing. In general the operating
temperature for solar cells can be easily raised to 50 oC, but using the thermal collector it is
possible to maintain a steady temperature of 90 oC which provides more higher energy.
Now that a suitable dispatch strategy has been developed future work is needed to
determine the degradation characteristics at temperatures other than 25 oC, 50 oC, and 90 oC.
6
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Using equation (3) it is possible to obtain the degradation traits at other temperatures, but the
problem lies on determining the accurate values of the parameters kdss and udss as these parameters
are function of the PV/T temperature. In such a case the values can be approximated (e.g. if at
temperatures T1 and T2 (T1<T2) the values of parameter kdss are kdss1 and kdss2 respectively, then at a
temperature Tx such that T1<Tx< T2 the value of kdss ) using:
(5)
Similarly the equation for getting udssx is following,
(6)
Using equation (5) and (6) it is possible to determine the approximate values of kdss and udss for a
an arbitrary operating temperature. Future research can focus on experiments that could help
reduce the error associated with this approximation by using actual field temperatures. In
addition, the positive results found in the simulations, indicate that future work should be
undertaken to verify the energy gains using a-Si:H PV/T with daily annealing pulses and to find
the optimal operating temperature to maximize electrical output. Finally, further work is
necessary to maximize the total exergy of the system [41], by considering the effects of
annealing pulses on the thermal energy recovered from the PV/T and a final optimal dispatch
strategy can be determined taking into account load data for a specific application and location.
4. Conclusions
Amorphous silicon based solar cells have a lower thermal coefficient, but their
performance is undermined by the fact that long time light exposure causes formation of defect
states that reduces power generation. Fortunately, a-Si:H also has the ability to reduce the
quantity of defect states with exposure to high temperature annealing pulses. This property
makes them more suitable for PV/T application where the thermal collector temperature can be
easily raised to the annealing temperature. The results of this study, which investigated the
impact of annealing cycles and geographic locations with real solar flux data showed that at
standard PV operating temperatures one anneal pulse per day provided the largest electrical
output through the year. The results showed that significant amount of additional energy
generation is possible over the year with an appropriate dispatch strategy and operating
temperature providing 23%, 10%, and 1.2% additional energy generation over a year for the
operating temperatures 25 oC, 50 oC, and 90 oC respectively. Further study of annealing cycles
and analysis of the degradation at other operating temperatures coupled with the optimization of
the thermal component of the PV/T can provide the optimal dispatch strategy for the devices for
any application.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Schematic of a-Si:H-based PVT system.

Figure 2. Experimental data showing degenerated steady state obtained at temperatures 25 oC, 50
o
C, and 90 oC respectively for a-Si:H PV cell active layer thickness of 630 nm under 1 sun
[34] and exponential fits using equation (3).
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Figure 3: Average hourly solar irradiance for the four cities for whole year (February 1st, 2012January 31st, 2013).

Figure 4: Figure 4 Dispatch strategy Case-III : annealing once every other day, for the operating
temperatures a) 25 oC, b) 50 oC, and c) 90 oC at 1 sun.
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Figure 5: Dispatch strategies consisting of Case-III :annealing once every day, under 1 sun, a)
50 oC degradation and b) 90 oC degradation. Dispatch Strategy Case-V : annealing twice every
day, under 1 sun, c) 50 oC and d) 90 oC degradation. Dispatch Strategy Case-VI : annealing three
times every day, under 1 sun, e) 50 oC and f) Dispatch Strategy Case-V ; annealing three times
every day, under 1 sun, 90 oC degradation.

Figure 6: Hourly maximum output power for different dispatch strategies under 1 sun (operating
temperature 90 oC).
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Figure 7: Average hourly power generation in San Antonio for different case studies. Right Yaxis shows average hourly solar irradiance.

Figure 8: Total energy generation (at operating temperature 25 oC, 50 oC, and 90 oC under 1 sun)
over a time period of 8784 hours as a function of the number of anneals per day.
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Figure 9: Total energy generation under normal sun at operating temperature for a) 25 oC, b) 50
o
C, and c) 90 oC for the four cities over a year with change in number of anneals per day.
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